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How Does Color Absorb Heat?

Do you think about what color you would wear on a hot day? The problem that was

investigated in this experiment was what color absorbs the most heat. I hypothesized that white

would absorb least amount of heat because white absorbs reflects all colors of light compared to

black which absorbs all colors of light. This topic will be useful because different colors absorb

more heat, for example, on a hot day wearing the color white would absorb more heat causing

you to get warmer. A second reason to why color is important in your clothing is because it can

reduce the cause of excessive sweating. The final reason why it is important to know what colors

absorb heat the most is because if you decide to wear white on a hot day your interparticle bonds

begin to break and weaken causing us to change our state.

Method

The scientific method was used to conduct this experiment. The question that was asked

in this experiment was does color absorb heat. I hypothesize that the color white will absorb the

least amount of heat.

Materials

Not many materials were used in this experiment to complete this project. A Logbook

was used in this experiment to write my hypothesis,observations, objective, procedures,

variables, and conclusion. Six Port & Company ®Core Cotton Pocket Adult T-Shirt in the

following colors: Jet Black, White, Red, Yellow, Royal, and Kelly all in size medium were used.

I used scissors to cut the t-shirts four by four inches squared using my ruler to measure. One

Infrared Thermometer Temperature Gun was used to record the temperature for each piece of

cloth from the shirts.
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Procedures

Not many procedures were performed during this experiment. First gather all materials

and head outdoors in direct sunlight. Take your color red t-shirt and measure the bottom of the

shirt so it will be four by four inches squared. Then take your scissors and cut your t-shirt. Do

this eleven times one the same shirt. Next, place your eleven pieces of cloth out in direct sunlight

for 30 minutes do not move them. After the 30 minutes are done measure the temperature of each

shirt. Repeat this process eleven times for one color, then move on to the next color and repeat

until you have finished all colors.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the outcome of this experiment showed that white absorbs the least amount

of  heat.

Results

The results of the experiment were as expected. My hypothesis was supported in this

experiment. The results showed that the color white absorbed the least amount of heat. In first

place with the most amount of heat absorbed was black having an average of 88.53 degrees

fahrenheit. The color blue had absorbed the second most amount heat with an average of 82.21

degrees fahrenheit. The color green had absorbed the third most amount heat with an average of

78.37 degrees fahrenheit. The color red had absorbed the fourth most amount of heat with a total

average of 75.58 degrees fahrenheit. The color yellow had absorbed the second least amount of

heat with a total average of 73.42 degrees fahrenheit. In last place with the least amount of heat

absorbed was white with a total average of 67.3 degrees fahrenheit.
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Discussion

Have you ever wondered about whether the color black or white created more heat? The

problem in this experiment was how colors affect heat absorption. In this experiment Maddie V.

Beek got two identical glasses, cut black construction paper the same height as the glass and

wrapped that around the glass making sure it covered the top, bottom, and sides. She then

repeated this two more times but with white construction paper. She filled both of the glasses

with water making sure they had equivalent water and temperature in them. Before beginning the

experiment she checked the temperature of each glass and wrote it down then proceeded to place

the glasses out in the sun. Then Maddie checked the temperature of each glass every 15 minutes

for two hours. Next she created a tiny hole in the paper at the edge of the glass for her

thermometer and kept recording her observations. Once the two hours were over she created a

line graph to keep track of the temperature. Maddie found that the glass in black construction

paper had hotter water than the glass with white construction paper. (Beek, 2015)

Have you ever thought what if colors affect thermal heat? The problem in this experiment

was what colored fabrics absorb light more. In this this experiment Madeline taped a

thermometer to the center of a cardboard and made sure that the the tape did not cover the

thermometer gun. She then proceeded to place the cardboard in direct sunlight and layed the over

the cardboard touching the thermometer bulb. Then, she placed a lamp two feet from the bulb

perpendicular to the bulb and tuned the lamp on. Madeline positioned the cardboard so the

thermometer bulb is at the center of the beam of light and waited 30 minutes to record the

temperature under the cloth. Then repeated these steps with other colors such as, orange, yellow,

forest green, indigo, violet. Madeline then repeated the experiment six times and calculated the
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average temperature for each color. Madeline found out that the darker colors forest green,

indigo, and violet produced the most thermal energy. (Madeline, 2000)

Many experiments and facts were shown on the topic of color absorption. According to

colormatters.com or “Color Matters”  “When a color (colored fabric) absorbs light, it turns the

light into thermal energy (heat). The more light a color absorbs, the more thermal energy it

produces.”  According to scienceline.ucsb.edu or “UCSB Science Line”.  “When an object

appears a certain color when illuminated by white light it means that it is reflecting light of that

color and absorbing all other colors.”

Conclusion and Future Study

My hypothesis was supported. My experiment was successful because when I measured

the temperature I checked multiple times on each cloth. I also only put the cloth out on days that

the sun shone and there were little to no clouds in the sky. The results of this experiment proved

that white absorbed the least amount of heat with an average of degrees fahrenheit. If I were to

do this experiment over again I would change the temperature to celsius from fahrenheit.

Another thing I would add more colors such as pink, purple, and orange.
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Appendix

Table A1

Colors Average Temperature

Black 88.53

White 67.30

Yellow 73.42

Blue 82.21

Red 75.58

Green 78.37

Figure A1


